OF BRIDGES.

Creek, over which was thrown an elevated bamboo Bridge, constructed upon forked props. Bamboos resting in the fork, and covered with split bamboos woven into mats, composed the platform. It was strong enough for foot passengers, but unsafe, as I should suppose, for carriages or cattle.”

A BRIDGE AT BOOTAN,

CONSTRUCTED OF TREES.

“Near the bottom of this hill, water constantly drips from the overhanging rock, and in a deep recess, at the foot of the mountain, a cascade, rushing from a thick wood, formed a large stream of water, over which was placed a Bridge constructed of trees, whose ends rested on either side of the rock, with split pieces of timber laid across them.” p. 48. “In the course of this day’s journey, we passed by a similar Bridge across a large stream, which came tumbling down, cataract over cataract, from the top of a lofty mountain.” p. 49. “We next passed the Bridge Dadookoo, which is thrown across a torrent that rushes from the thicket over an immense ridge of rock: after this we passed also the Padoochieu Bridge.” p. 53.